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Seven years ago,  
we had a vision 
After witnessing the network evolution 
firsthand, we saw data was the new 
frontier and knew it would change the 
world. With decades of mission critical 
experience and client visionaries by our 
side, we believed we could be part of the 
change, building a world of difference.



Black & Veatch assesses, plans, designs and 
builds data center solutions across the globe.  
Our comprehensive services and global resources 
extend across the entire lifecycle of a data center 
to help our clients effectively scale and respond 

to data centers’ dynamic market forces with ease.    
We offer on-demand resources when and where 
you need them, so you can move where your 
customers take you. 

Today, we’re among the top in data center 
engineering and construction

Program management, site due 
diligence, assessments 

Plan
2

Design
Permitting, environmental, architecture, 
civil/structural engineering, MEP
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Build
Preconstruction, construction management &  
construction, commissioning, decommissioning, 
retrofitting
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Assess
Air flow modeling, operational 
procedures, remediations, migration

1
Lifecycle Partner

	● Power, primary and secondary supply
	● Water use efficiency and cooling 
	● Fiber planning, design and construction
	● Sustainability planning, engineering and 

construction

Infrastructure Leadership

	● Greenfield data center design and build
	● Modular and edge deployment
	● Data center facility upgrades and retrofits
	● Live construction implementation
	● Infrastructure design and build

Scaleable Solutions
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Reliable Engineering 
Brings Resliency to  
Data Centers
Black & Veatch understands the criticality of data 
center assets. Like the power, water and telecom 
infrastructure we’ve spent the last 100 years 
engineering and building, we understand the 
consequences of downtime. We know how to 
mitigate risk by engineering reliability, resiliency 
and safety measures into all our work, whether 
from the ground up or live data center facility 
upgrades. Our clients look to us for leadership in 
critical and sustainable infrastructure solutions.

It’s what we do. It’s what keeps our clients coming 
back to us to help them solve their most complex 
data center challenges.

	● Sustainability: We listened to our clients’ calls for 
sustainability, and designed solutions to help them 
use power and water resources responsibly, while 
remaining resilient. They now set the standard for 
what it means to be a sustainable data center.

	● Safety: Ingrained in everything we do; safety is our 
number one priority. This dedication has earned us 
top safety records on our construction projects.

	● Connectivity: We understood our clients’ needs for 
fast reliable networks. By connecting them to our 
pioneering telecom professionals, they now have 
access to high-speed networks for years to come.

	● Optimization: We uncovered the potential in our 
clients’ existing infrastructure. Working with them 
to design and implement improvements without 
compromising operations or risking shutdown — 
we saved them money and bought them time to 
plan for their future. 

	● Trust: We advised multiple clients who acquired 
new data centers in their portfolio to help them 
make critical decisions — based on technical 
engineering assessments — on how to operate, 
minimize risk and move forward with their new 
assets.

	● Diligence: Our clients are growing. We worked 
alongside them to ensure accessibility to 
sustainable power, water and fiber to build the 
right data centers in the right locations. We used a 
phased approach to protect their investment and 
manage their risk, so they may grow their global 
portfolio with confidence.

	● Global Scale: We seamlessly delivered solutions 
from site due diligence through design and 
permitting and associated infrastructure upgrades 
in new geographic regions or countries.

We worked together, Building a World of 
Difference.

ENR Top 10 in 
Power, Water, 
Telecom and 
Data Centers

https://www.bv.com/industries/data-centers
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